Effectively managing workloads in AWS is challenging. The variety of cloud services, tools, and methodologies available create seemingly unlimited possibilities, and the path to success is often unclear and confusing. Creating a clear strategy for secure operational efficiency, finding the right people for the right roles, and absorbing training time and costs are difficulties that all cloud adopters must face, whether beginning your cloud journey or refining your cloud capabilities.

FlexOps is a flexible, “drop-in DevOps” ecosystem of services and experts, designed to maximize the value of AWS in your organization. With years of expertise and experience, our certified architects, developers, and engineers provide the skills, vision, and talent to modernize your cloud experience. From design to deployment and migration to managed services, Sierra-Cedar’s FlexOps service helps your organization navigate the complex journey to cloud mastery.

What is FlexOps®?

FlexOps is a flexible, “drop-in DevOps” ecosystem of services and experts, designed to maximize the value of AWS in your organization. With years of expertise and experience, our certified architects, developers, and engineers provide the skills, vision, and talent to modernize your cloud experience. From design to deployment and migration to managed services, Sierra-Cedar’s FlexOps service helps your organization navigate the complex journey to cloud mastery.

- **Analyze** existing infrastructure
- **Design** for Amazon Web Services
- **Develop** Infrastructure-as-Code
- **Track** code access, updates, and deletions
- **Test** changes before affecting live infrastructure
- **Deploy** infrastructure via automated processes
- **Enforce** standards and policies
- **Manage** patching and monitoring

Backed by teams of certified professionals, FlexOps services can be custom designed to meet your business requirements. FlexOps accelerates your cloud journey by filling the skill gaps in your organization and augmenting your teams to reach maximum potential. Whether we join you for your first steps or take you to the next level of modernization, FlexOps ensures the necessary efficiency to help you to meet your business’ goals.

Learn more about our FlexOps Services by emailing FlexOps@Sierra-Cedar.com or calling 866.827.3786.